Willow and Flynn love Wunderdogs. We first heard about
your wonderful efforts when you were collecting for the
animals that were affected by the floods in 2010. Since
then our boys have been regular attendees. We recognise
that Mel and Stephen have a genuine love of dogs and you
understand this when you see how excited our boys are
when they arrive in the morning.
Thank you both so much for making our dogs so
incredibly happy as you have made us.
All the very best, Juanita and Sybil.

Teddy is ridiculously in love with Wunderdogs.
He can’t wait to get there and pulls me off my
feet to get into the gate. Thank you Mel and
Stephen for making our lives so happy.
With love from Teddy and Mummy.

Hi My Little Labradoodle has been coming to
Wunderdogs for the past 5 months. He visits
every Friday for a full day and absolutely loves
it... He has so much energy but when he comes home
he falls asleep in the car. Wunderdogs has engaged
Hendrix with a fun and safe play environment.
The social skills he has learnt on his Friday visits
makes it a pleasure for me to take him anywhere.
His confidence level has increased as he has been
able to socialise with all dogs big and small in a
play environment. Enrolling Hendrix at Wunderdogs at
only 4 months of age has given him a wonderful start
as a happy friendly doggy. Thanks Stephen and Mel
for providing such a wonderful service in our local
community. Cheers Leanne

My dog Zara has been attending Wunderdogs since she
was a puppy on a regular basis now for over two years.
She absolutely loves it, gets hugely excited when the
leash comes on in the morning and she gets into the car,
she cries excitedly until we arrive, when she can’t
contain her excitement any longer and starts barking
with impatience. She has a couple of boyfriends who
also attend regularly, but she just generally
socialises hard with the lovely array of dogs who
attend. From what we can see and the type of animal
that she is, she displays pure joy living her life and
Wunderdogs certainly plays a part in that. Petra

My Miss JJ has been attending Wunderdogs
for over 3 years (she is 4 now). It is a
great way for dogs to socialise whether
they are big, small, young or even of a
mature age. Wunderdogs family(Stephen,
Mel, Milo and staff) treat all the dogs
as if they were their own. Miss JJ wags
her tail on arrival and is always excited
to see Stephen and Mel and is absolutely
exhausted when I pick her up.
I would highly recommend a day at
Wunderdogs. Kaylene

Just wanted to say thank you to you guys for all the work
you've done helping Cinder (Ella). I have just come back
from Stumers Creek where she ran around off lead playing
with all different sorts of dogs. This is the first time
I've ever been able to run her off lead down there and
she was SO well behaved. I would never have dreamed she
could have done this three months ago.
Thank you for helping to change her into a manageable
dog that I can do things with.
This means so much to me... Thank you. Linda

When Billy came to us, my business was taking off
and I was the single parent to my then 4 year old
daughter. Needless to say... a new puppy was full on.
The vet suggested that I send him to Wunderdogs and
without exaggerating at all Mel and Stephen changed
it all for me. I would drop him off and work all day
knowing that he was looked after and having fun and
then when I picked him up he would be happy and tired.
It alleviated my guilt but most of all made me feel
happy as he was happy and at the end of the day
that’s what counts.
He is now 3 1/2 years old and going to Wunderdogs
is an integral part of our lives. I love that he
still runs through that gate with such enthusiasm
each morning and that is credit to the wonderful
job that Mel and Stephen do every day with him and
all the other dogs.
Naomi

Our puppy Asher absolutely loves
Wunderdogs. He gets excited every
Thursday and certainly makes the most
of his time there. Mel and Stephen do a
great job and it is wonderful to know
he is in such capable hands.
Thank you xx Amy

We have been fortunate enough to send two of our
beloved fur kids to Wunderdogs and in 2016 we will
eagerly send a third. To us Wunderdogs is about
socialisation in a fun, supervised setting which has
seen our rambunctious young Staffy grow into a
confident, friendly and (mostly) obedient young dog.
It never ceases to delight us to see owners dragged
across the car park to the gated entrance.
Dogs quite simply love it here.
More than just a fun facility for our pooches
Wunderdogs offers us caring security, when we can't
be with our dogs.
Our epileptic boy was welcomed with open arms.
At the end of each day I am sure the
Wunderdogs Wunderhumans go home tired. We have often
carried our Staffy from the car and to his bed...
Too tired to do anything but dream!
Michelle & Dave

I’m not at all sure what I would have done with my little rescued
Cavalier King Charles Spaniel, Pippa, when she found her forever
home with me 4.5 years ago... if a friend hadn’t suggested I
“try Wunderdogs”. Pippa was so very anxious, terribly afraid of men
and most dogs. She had spent the first four years of her life in a
cage, breeding puppies. Such a sad beginning for a beautiful little
girl. I am so happy Mel & Stephen took Pippa, and her anxieties, on
board, giving her much love while helping her to socialise with
other dogs of varying breeds and sizes. Initially, Pippa was not
too happy about being dropped off at Wunderdogs. Now?... some days
she can’t wait to get in there to see her friends, and completely
forgets to say “goodbye” to her Mumma!
I have recommended Wunderdogs to quite a number of people without
hesitation. I’m happy most of those owners have their dogs now
attending the fun place, Wunderdogs!
Thank you Mel, Stephen and team, very much.
Janette & Pippa
oh... I forgot to mention that Pippa is quite deaf.
Mel & Stephen have taught me some hand signals
to use with Pippa. Brilliant!

Awesome place for furry kids to
play, socialise and learn. On ya
Melanie and Stephen for all you
do for Zac and his classmates.
Tony

Wunderdogs cured my dog of fear aggression.
Staff knew exactly what they were doing from the
word go. We saw amazing results after a handful of
visits. Developing confidence in socialising at
Wunderdogs has transformed Sam's life (and mine).
Friends and family who had seen her past behaviour
are now amazed at her maturity and calm presence in
social situations. The best part is that she enjoyed
the process! When we arrive at Wunderdogs her tail
is wagging and she knows she is in for a fun day.
I am eternally grateful to Wunderdogs for the
contribution they have made to our lives.
Amazing people, amazing service and amazing results.
You have to try Wunderdogs. Todd

Our dog Bonnie is a not quite 2 year old Kelpie/Border Collie cross.
She is super fast, super agile and full of beans. She has been going to
Wunderdogs for about 18 months. She just loves it.
In fact, she even knows when it is Tuesday. After our morning walk she
usually has 2 chicken necks and a bit of dry kibble for breakfast. On a
Wunderdogs day, after our chicken necks, Bonnie will sit at the cupboard
door where her Wunderdogs collar is. She is not remotely interested in the
dry kibble. As soon as the collar is on, she waits at the front door to
get in the car. If either of us are a little slow in getting out the door
we get “rounded up and told off”.
When we’re in the car and getting close to Wunderdogs Bonnie sits up,
scratches at the door and whimpers. As soon as we pull up in the carpark
and we release her from the seatbelt she bolts for your gate without the
need for any restraint. Bonnie loves Wunderdogs so much. And when we get
home it’s evening meal and on the bed for a snooze as she is spent.
On a non-Wunderdogs night we have games to play,
but not Tuesday or Wednesday.
We cannot thank you both enough for teaching Bonnie. Firstly, to relate
well to all other dogs and secondly, to not be so bossy because just
sometimes it’s fun to pretend someone else is “top dog”.
For her breed, it would be cruel to expect her to become a contemporary
city girl, but thanks to Wunderdogs she gets plenty of companionship
and fun games to occupy her ever inquisitive nature.
Kindest Regards
Tim and Denise

Maisy just loves Wunderdogs,
when we arrive she cant wait
to get out of the car! Thanks
for taking good care of her
:-) Monique
Moses is always so excited to go to
Wunderdogs, especially when there is
a birthday party. The staff are
always professional and energetic.
I know that he is in great hands when
I take him there. VB Best

Percy is such a social 'little' puppy. Even at 9 months and
weighing 55kg, he is still a puppy in heart and head. His size sadly,
but naturally, puts other dogs and their owners on alert.
Because of his safe, non aggressive exposure to other dogs at Wunderdogs
Doggy Daycare, Percy views other dogs and children as friendly and
potential playmates. When I walk him and he spots another dog, his tail
does 360° wags, he bows and drops to all fours (reducing his intimidating
size), then waits for their approval before the sniffing and
puppy leaping begins.
However when meeting elderly people, whilst the tail still spins, he
gently leans into them. He shows respect and empathy toward them. These
good manners commenced at Wunderdogs. I don't trust leash free areas as
many owners use them to only bleed off pent up energy in untrained dogs
and won't take responsibility. They use these areas as free "anything
goes" areas. Percy is so excited when he realises he is going to
Wunderdogs. I know he is happy at Wunderdogs by his reaction which
commences as we turn at the roundabout. 55kg of fur trying to bounce,
head craning forward, tail thumping on the back window held in only by
his seat belt. His joy when he spots Mel or Stephen at drop off, tail
spinning at top speed, leaping in the air. Hmm... perhaps we need
to work on that part of his training!
Percy gets to run, play, rest, chew toys and repeat. He drags his feet
like a 3 year old child when I pick him up. The slow, head down walk
to the car, initial refusal to get in - really is quite childlike
and funny! Percy shall always get his special times at Wunderdogs,
because I love him and want the best for his
mental and physical health.
Warmest regards Virginia & Percy

Kaiser had his first day being
assessed and I was impressed from the
moment I walked in. Incredible
facility, caring staff and not at all
the chaos I expected! Kaiser is
completely pooped after making new
friends and I am relieved to find
somewhere safe and fun for him.
Thank you! Sian

My little princess has
been in class for a number
of years now. She loves her
teachers and little
friends... can't recommend
it more highly.
Thanks Mel and Stephen.
Sasha

When our Siberian Husky (Possum) was only 9 weeks old our vet
strongly suggested we socialise her, otherwise risk having a
“lone wolf” who doesn’t mix well with people or pets. How to do that?
Possum graduated from Puppy Pre School but was still shy & timid.
Then we heard about Wunderdogs from another customer in a local
pet shop; they raved how well Wunderdogs had rehabilitated their old
dog suffering from depression due to the recent loss of its brother.
Within a few visits our puppy was sociable, confident, well adjusted,
friendly & easy going in any company be it friend, stranger,
human or dog. Now, a few years on Possum still LOVES
attending Wunderdogs. Stephen & Mel are great pack leaders that have
helped shape Possum into a friendly & confident dog – thank you.
We tell every dog owner who will listen how great our Wunderdogs
experience is – we heartily recommend Wunderdogs.

Cleo had her fist day today being
assessed and I was so pleased to
see the professionalism and
kindness shown to her, I am sure
she is looking forward to her next
visit. Liz
Maggie began her journey as a
rescued dog being very timid and
very afraid of other dogs.
After a few sessions with the
incredible kindness and
understanding of Mel and Stephen
and all the wonderful dogs in
daycare, Maggie has reclaimed her
life and we thank you so much. Beryl

I spent a lot of time trying to create a great all round dog.
I read a number of books on dog psychology, and behaviour
and was looking for a way to get Axle well socialised in a
calm and stable environment. Being a Staffy comes with a lot
of stigmas (usually incorrect ones), and now thanks to great
social skills obtained through visits once a week to
Wunderdogs, Axle can be taken anywhere and happily play with
other dogs and people without the slightest concern. He just
loves the interaction, and even when provoked, he has a way of
calming the situation with a lick to the face or a submissive
stance, and just walks away. The added advantage is that when
he comes home from a fun day ay Wunderdogs, he is exhausted,
and sleeps like a baby. He now knows the route travelled to
Wunderdogs, and starts crying with excitement the moment we
turn into Rene St. He’s like a kid in a candy store when we
walk up to the entrance. I never thought I would take my dog
to “daycare”, and would have laughed at mates if they did, but
now I would highly recommend it to any dog owner.
Thanks, Jay.

What a great place to take your
dog for a safe and fun day. Well
done wunderdogs, Oliver loves you.
Julie

Dear Mel and Stephen,
Rudy loves being with you!
Thank you for your loving care.
Love, Rudy & Yvonne XX

Wunderdogs restored my sanity. As the mother of the most active
and naughtiest six month old Staffy on the Sunshine Coast I was
at my wit’s end trying to keep him gainfully employed. As a single
parent my biggest problems came when I had to leave him alone for
any length of time, arriving home to untold destruction. Wunderdogs
was recommended by the expert I brought in to help me with Teddy’s
training (and mine). I enrolled him for two days a week and within
no time Teddy had learnt to approach other dogs nicely as opposed to
his former approach which was to hump them (and their owners if at
all possible), and to settle down when at home. He has stopped
terrorising the cat and biting mummy and whilst he still has a
few “projects”, the latest being his new bed, he is far less
destructive. Teddy, who is now 16 months old, adores Stephen and
Melanie and all of his friends at Wunderdogs. He can’t wait to
get there and when I pick him up he sleeps like a lamb from
the minute he gets into the car.
Bliss! Mally Jane

10 out of 10, can't rave enough
about these guys. Our precious little
fur-baby just loves it. He is always
VERY excited to go & that is a great
comfort for us & a great testament to
Wunderdogs.
Michelle

Brilliant doggie day care,
My little boy is totally
enjoying the activities,
play and socialising.
Robert

